
GlenOaks Police Patrol-August, 2006 
 

 

REPORT CREATED BY:  OFFICER PAUL R. HIXON 
 CAR:  1657  

  

Routine Patrol 
CITATIONS: 
  
  CHARGE/VIOLATIONS   RESIDENT STATUS 
        Non-Resident  Resident 
  
SPEEDING:      13        3       
    
DISREGARDING STOP SIGN:              1        0   
             
WARNING CITATIONS: 
  
  CHARGE/VIOLATIONS   RESIDENT STATUS 
  
       Non-Resident  Resident 
       0                     0        
COMMENTS: 
  
I would to say I was honored to represent the Commonwealth of Kentucky at the National DARE 
Conference as in Florida, although I was chosen as National DARE Officer of the Year, it still was a great 
honor to be there. 
  
The issue of the golf cart (passenger style), driving recklessly on the wrong side of the roadway, through 
residents’ yards and driving on the sidewalks, has not been seen since the beginning of July.  Hopefully we 
can put this issue behind us. 
  
Since school has started, we will see our community children standing at bus stops.  Thank you to those 
parents and adults who taken time out of their busy schedule to be there to put the children on the school 
buses and there to meet the buses on the return home. 
  
During the month there has been vandalism done to various locations within the subdivision and graffiti 
again added to stop signs as you exit the subdivision. Both the Oldham County and Louisville Metro Police 
Departments are looking for any leads that may help put a stop to this property damage. 
  
I must sadly report of the other various burglaries, thefts and criminal mischief, during the month.  There 
were six break-ins to vehicles in both the Oldham and Jefferson County sections of the subdivision.  Items 
taken were mostly, CDs, money, golf clubs and golf items.  With your help the home with was broken into, 
the suspect was identified and arrested with a few days after the incident.  The criminal mischief suspects 
and vandals are still being sought by both Oldham County and Louisville Metro Police Departments. 
  



Conducted various house watches for residents while they were out of town for various reasons. 
  
 Beginning in September, parking citations will be issued for vehicles parked the wrong way on the 
roadway, to close to the intersections and in front of the fire hydrants.  No warning will be given, I know 
residents have been warned various times about parking on subdivision streets and now the enforcement 
begins. 
  
  
 


